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Abstract. This paper describes ongoing efforts on adding interactivity
for performing parameter sweep experiments. The literature study and
analysis of requirements gathered from use cases in various scientific do-
mains indicate that interactivity is needed but not fully supported by
most of existing frameworks designed to support parameter sweep appli-
cations. Based on this study we identify the requirements for interactivity
during execution of parameter sweep experiments and the type of inter-
active actions needed to steer parameter sweep execution. Preliminary
design of a framework that would support interactivity is presented and
it will be analyzed further with Model Driven Architecture modelling
approach and ORC to formally analyze grid service interaction used in
this framework. The implementation of this framework will be based on
existing components from WS-VLAM project.

Keywords: e-Science, parameter sweep, interactivity, workflows, virtual
laboratory.

1 Introduction

Applications that can benefit from the computational power offered by Grid based
systems are science and engineering simulations, many of which can be structured
as loosely coupled Parameter Sweep Applications (PSA) [3]. A typical PSA is an
application which has to be executed independently large number of times, to eval-
uate either a single or a multi dimensional parameter space of the experiments
to locate a particular point in the parameter space that satisfies certain criteria.
These applications are very often developed and run as workflows [7].

Albeit simple in terms of computational model, parameter sweep studies oc-
curs frequently in scientific computation across a broad range of scientific dis-
ciplines. For example this application model is needed in bio-medical [10], bio
informatics [8], bio-physics domain [11], data mining [13] and many other sci-
entific domains. Recognizing that science has an exploratory and evolutionary
nature, dynamic and interactive behaviour need to be supported [7]. However,
existing frameworks for performing parameter sweep such as Nimrod-G [1] or
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APST [2] focus mainly on the scheduling and the management of the comput-
ing resources required for the execution of PSAs. Performing parameter sweep
experiments based on these frameworks typically involve multiple batch submis-
sions of parameter ranges. Scientists often prefer to guide the parameter space
exploration based on some heuristics, the current way of performing parameter
sweep experiments does not allow such an action. In this paper we are aiming
to provide interactivity features to support the exploratory scientific process in
parameter sweep applications. This interactivity will allow more efficient ways
of exploring parameter space, thus increasing the productivity of performing
parameter sweep experiments.

The rest of this paper is organized in the following way: in Section 2 we
discuss the basic processes involved in parameter sweep experiments derived from
example use cases. A critical overview of currently available parameter sweep
frameworks is presented in Section 3. Section 4 discussed goals and requirements
to support interactive parameter sweep experiments. A design to satisfy these
requirement is presented in Section 5 along with current prototype status. We
conclude in Section 6 with summary and future research directions.

2 Basic Processes in Parameter Sweep Experiments

In this section we describe two use cases to analyze the basic lifecycle of param-
eter sweep experiments and then distinguish its basic processes. The use cases
will also be used to illustrate issues that have to be addressed in developing
framework to support interactive parameter sweep.

The first use case is the ADDA Distributed Light Scattering. Discrete Dipole
Approximation (DDA) [11] is a general method to calculate scattering and ab-
sorption of electromagnetic waves by particles of arbitrary geometry and com-
position. Amsterdam DDA (ADDA) is used to study light scattering pattern
in red blood cells (RBC). Mature red blod cells are modeled as biconcave disk
in DDA simulations, and the results of this simulation are compared against
experimental results based on scanning flow cytometer of actual RBC. There
are 6 variables that defines the parameter space in ADDA experiments, which
characterize the modelled RBC such as hemoglobin concentration, biconcave disk
dimensions which includes height, width, diameters and angle of rotation. In this
experiments a parameter sweep is conducted to find a set of parameter related
to modelled RBC which will minimize the error when comparing simulation with
experimental results. Currently, the approach of finding appropriate parameters
are by performing 40000 light scattering patterns simulation for RBC randomly
varying the 6 parameters. Result of this simulation is then used to solve inverse
light scattering problems using χ2 test based on direct comparison of experi-
mental LSP and simulated ones. Each of these simulations take in average 10 to
15 minutes, and performing possible combinations of the 6 parameters requires
a couple of processing months.

The second use case is about Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI)
Applications. FMRI is a modality that enables the observation of brain activity
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during physical or cognitive simulation. Acquired MRI scans containing time
series of 3D datasets during brain rest and stimulation phases need to be pro-
cessed to generate brain activation maps. The analysis of fMRI data is performed
with fMRIB software library and statistical parametric mapping tools [12]. Al-
though these packages hide much of the image analysis complexity, the choice
of parameters still plays an important role in fMRI analysis. Most researchers
adopt standard parameter values for spatial smoothing, delay hemodynamic re-
sponse function (HRF) and image registration. However these default values not
always are the appropriate ones for a number of cases. The search for the op-
timal parameter requires investigating a large parameter space. Previous sweep
experiments which varies the HRF delay parameters [10] using ranges from 4s
up to 8s with steps 0.25 seconds applied to 22 different data sets generates 374
jobs. Repeating this experiments up to 6 times with job completion varies from
30 to 140 minutes takes 416.7 hours total experiment times. This search can be
optimized if the experts can interact at run time with the system.

The experiment scenarios of the twouse cases consist ofmany independent tasks,
each of which corresponds to the evaluation of one point in multi-dimensional pa-
rameter space. Each of these tasks are the basic unit of application used in pa-
rameter sweep which usually consists of legacy application or existing library used
such as the ADDA library, or FSL library for the fMRI experiments. The indepen-
dent nature of the tasks composing the two applications makes them suitable for
a parameter sweep approach and opens up possibility to grid enabled computing
resources. Unlike the case for tightly coupled parallel applications which has com-
munication overhead trade offs when using distributed computing resources, the
search the optimal paremeters in the two use cases presented in this section does
not involve any communication among the different runs.

In both scenarios, we can distinguish a number of basic steps. First, a prelim-
inary run is done based on an initial guess of interesting parameter ranges. This
preliminary run is used to determine the predicted behaviour of the modeled
system (parameter space landscape) under limited input conditions. Based on
analysis of this landscape, a process of gradual refinement is started [4]; in each
subsequent runs, the parameter space is reduced by the user and/or through the
parameter optimization method employed. Based on the analysis performed after
each run, a different region of parameter space as well as a different optimization
method can be chosen.

3 Overview of Parameter Sweep Frameworks

A support environment for parameter sweep experiments, namely parameter
sweep framework, allows a scientist to efficiently perform and manage differ-
ent steps of a parameter sweep experiment. A number of parameter sweep
frameworks have been developed e.g Nimrod-G [1], AppLes Parameter Sweep
Template (APST) [2], P-Grade [9], Virtual Instrument [4], Science Experimen-
tal Grid Laboratory (SEGL) [5] and SimX [16]. These systems aim to support
the basic processes in parameter sweep experiments and provide user front end
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to describe, execute and monitor the experiments. Nimrod-G [1] provide a tool
for parameterized simulation on distributed systems designed for large widely
distributed computational systems. APST [2] focuses on adaptive scheduling of
parameter sweep applications on the Grid. P-Grade [9] provide an integrated
portal and workflow based approach for parameter sweep applications. Science
Experimental Grid Laboratory (SEGL) [5] aims at management of complex and
dynamic parameter studies in grid environments, by automating the creation
of complex modules for the computation and providing dynamic control of the
study, utilizing the use of results from previous computational stages. These ex-
isting frameworks focus more on scheduling and management of computing re-
sources to satisfy computational demand of parameter sweep applications. The
essential feature to monitor and to intervene with running parameter sweep sim-
ulation is something which is missing from these existing frameworks, which we
will address in our research. A related research that have similar goal with our ef-
forts is Virtual Instrument [4] which allows user directed parameter space search
on distributed computing resources, specifically targetted for M-Cell applica-
tion. Another related research that allow parameter space adjustment during
experiment execution is SimX [16].

Table 1 summarizes the support from existing environment for performing
parameter sweep. From this table we can see that most of existing systems
does support basic job farming of tasks, provide basic handling of experimen-
tal results, but only few of them attempted to provide interactivity i.e Virtual
Instrument [4] and SimX [16]. The former is a completed project which man-
aged to add interactivity by assigning priority to interesting region of parameter
space. The later is an ongoing effort which is aiming to add interactivity by

Table 1. Features supported by existing parameter sweep environment

Experiment Monitoring Scheduling Result Emphasizes
description Strategy Management

Nimrod-G Parametric MDS Deadline and File Computational
Modelling Budget Based Economy
Language Constraint

APST APST-XML MDS, NWS, Adaptive, SRB, GridFTP Scheduling
Ganglia XSufferage Heuristics

P-Grade PS-Workflow MDS, BDII Condor - Workflow of
(DAG) Dagman Parameter

based Sweep
Virtual Model APST Based APST Based VI Database Interactive
Instrument Description Computational

Language Steering
Sim-X Scirun - Greedy, Shared Object Engineering

dataflow Fairshare Layer (SISOL) Optimization
SEGL Task/ - Unicore OODB Dynamic

data flow Based Parameter
Studies
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allowing user to change optimization strategy during experiments. Other type
of interactivity is not yet studied and fully supported by available systems.

4 Requirements of Framework for Interactive Parameter
Sweep

A support environment for interactive parameter sweep experiments, allows a
scientist to efficiently perform and manage different steps of a parameter sweep
experiment. The goal of performing parameter sweep experiments is to locate
some particular point in the parameter space that satisfies some subjective crite-
ria. Back to our examples, in the ADDA experiments the criteria is to minimize
the error compared to the experimental light scattering pattern of RBC cells,
and in the fMRI applications this criteria is to observe the effect of delay in
hemodynamic response function parameters in the analysis results. User must
be able to guide the search away from certain regions of parameter space to
be explored once it is indicated that intermediate results for this region is not
satisfiying. User can then concentrate on other regions based on intermediate
application results. This requires that the framework allows the creation and
cancellation of application tasks on the fly.

Framework for interactive parameter sweep (FRIPS) extends normal param-
eter sweep framework by adding user support for interactive visualization of
computing results, parameter space choosing, decision making, and provenance
of computation. FRIPS benefits the state of the art results of existing frame-
work but have new requirements on system design. In this section, we discuss
those requirements from user perspective i.e the scientist/expert who wish to ex-
ploit existing parameter sweep applications, application developers perspective
i.e the developer of parameter sweep applications and from the problem solving
environments perspective.

Domain scientists and application developers are basically two types of users
of FRIPS. The domain scientists are experts of the application model and are
interested in using to determine most interesting parameter regions for an appli-
cation. From the point of view of domain scientists, the details and complexity of
underlaying grid environment should be hidden so that they can focus on their
main concern on performing their experiments. They also need to be able to
monitor the job execution, and view intermediate results. For the interactivity
they need to be able to change parameter space or set new policy for execution
at runtime.

Application developers use this framework to develop experiment for specific
applications. From the point of view of application developer, porting legacy
application should be possible with minimal effort. The framework should be
flexible enough to allow for different sampling policy or optimizer for experi-
ments. From the perspective of a problem solving environment, FRIPS provide
high level user seamless access to underlaying computing environments. In gen-
eral the following characteristics are desired scalability, adaptability, platform
independence and fault tolerance.
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5 Design Considerations

In this section we describe the design of interactive parameter sweep framework
which will addresses the requirements mentioned in the previous section. The
main challenges in such framework lies on the dynamic nature of both the exe-
cution environment and the way scientist conduct such experiments. Therefore
the framework need to be adaptive, both to the changes in the resources, and to
parameter space steering initiated by user.

5.1 Functional Components

We distinguish a number of functional components of FRIPS, a front end, vi-
sualizer, a coordinator for parameter sweep experiment, an execution manager,
worker and a result repository, as shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Main modules of interactive parameter sweep framework

Using the Front End, a user can describe experiments, view computing results,
and steer the execution at runtime. Description of the experiments includes pa-
rameter space, sampling strategy, and observation space description. User would
be able to made such intervention based on feedback that he sees on the visu-
alizer. He might make decisions such as modification of parameter space, abort
the experiment if intermediate results looks not promising etc.

Visualizer is required to allow monitoring of the progress in an ongoing param-
eter sweep experiments. Depending on the user configuration at the beginning
of the experiment, intermediate result visualizer might visualize individual ex-
perimental results or an aggregated result of previous set of parameter spawned
by parameter sweep coordinator.

Parameter Sweep Coordinator (PS-Coordinator) is the main component which
is responsible for managing parameter space region which is currently being
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explored during the experiments. This component determines the next set of
interesting parameter to be explored, cancel pending parameter set which is
considered no longer interesting by the user, and manage the results obtained
from past execution of parameter spaces. The decision taken by parameter sweep
coordinator can be based on interactive steering from user, or based on sampling
strategy defined by user at the beginning of the study. Once the parameter sweep
coordinator made decision about the next set of parameter to be explored, it will
contact resource manager for mapping each of parameter to available resources.

Execution Manager is responsible for spawning workers responsible for execut-
ing each individual experiments to appropriate grid resources. We will possibly
reuse existing resource manager from our previous work [15] since this compo-
nent is concern only with appropriate resource allocation for workers.

Results Repository is needed to keep track of results from previous runs of
experiments. This components will also be responsible for the provenance of the
experiments to ensure that current experiment could be reproduced.

Shared Workspace is component responsible form maintaining a state of run-
ning parameter sweep experiments. It is a tuple space like workspace, which will
be central communication points between components used in the framework.

Worker is the components that wraps real applications used to perform pa-
rameter sweep, to allow the legacy application to be interfaced with our frame-
work. It is responsible for fetching parameters from shared workspace, executing
the application and storing results back to the workspace.

5.2 Current Prototype

We have started to develop a prototype for the proposed framework. Currently
we are focusing on the PS Coordinator, execution manager, and management
of experiment status. We consider these three components as the main building
blocks on top of which the interactivity features is built. One of the most impor-
tant issue to develop these components is to provide a platform to manage the
state of the parameters. All three components (PS Coordinator, execution man-
ager, and management of experiment status) need to have access to the state of
the parameter to perform their task. In the current prototype the state of a run-
ning parameter sweep experiment is maintained by a tuple space like workspace.
Shared workspace allows concurrent access to experiment status such as active
parameters, intermediate results and available workers.

The PS Coordinator, execution manager and later on the visualizer can con-
currently access or modify the status of the experiment stored in the shared
workspace. First PS Coordinator stores the next set of parameters to be exe-
cuted into the workspace. This set is determined by initial sampling strategy, or
on later stage based on feed back from user interaction. The visualizer retrieves
the available intermediate results, and presents them to the end-user allowing
him to follow the progress of the experiment and interact with the system to
make the adequate changes. Finally, the execution manager accesses the exper-
iments to provide information about available workers.
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In the current prototype each worker is spawned by the execution manager,
and provided with the following elements: the location of the workspace, and the
experiments it is associated with. The worker is responsible for retrieving the pa-
rameters needed to execute the experiment, performs the actual execution of the
experiment and stores back results in the shared workspace. If the size of results
is very large only a reference to the actual location of the results is stored.

Since the worker is an active agent pulling parameters from the workspace,
we do not have problem with restriction from common grid infrastructure where
inbound connectivity to worker nodes is prohibited. Using this pull model the
framework is more scalable, any number of workers can be added as soon as
resources are available to accommodate the worker.

The current prototype supports limited interactivity features. At this stage
the user can cancel at will unprocessed parameters and/or replacing with new
set of parameters, stopping the experiment if the scientist consider no further
exploration is necessary and also requesting execution manager to spawn more
workers in resources if needed. For monitoring purposes, users can view active
parameters that are being processed, available workers and intermediate results.
Further interactivities will be supported at the next development stage of this
framework.

5.3 Modelling of the System

We have presented our approach for designing and prototyping the interactive
parameter sweep framework. We will perform further analysis based on Model
Driven Architecture (MDA) [6], an architectural framework based on compu-
tational independent model, platform independent model and platform specific
model that will enables rapid development of new system specification.

We will use available grid services as a building block for this framework. We
consider that it is necessary to formally analyze the interaction among this basic
grid services within our framework. For analysing the interaction among basic
grid services used in the framework, we are considering the use of orchestra-
tion language ORC [14]. Grid service interactions including resource discovery,
resource contract negotiation, job placement is essential in the development of
this interactive framework. It has been shown in [14] that ORC can provide the
means to describe these essential features of grid management.

6 Summary

In this paper we use two use cases to analyze basic scenarios in typical parameter
sweep applications, and then a review on existing parameter sweep frameworks
is given. From the research, we learned that including human knowledge in the
runtime loop of parameter sweep application is essential to improve the effi-
ciency of performing parameter sweep experiments. We argued that the batch
based execution in existing frameworks hampers the inclusion of human exper-
tise in runtime loop of parameter sweep, and we propose a new framework for
interactive parameter sweep.
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We identify the requirements for interactivity during execution of parameter
sweep experiments. We present our initial design supporting these requirements
and describe the modelling approach that we will use to further analyze this
design. A prototype that supports basic interactivity, has been developed.

In this paper we have focused mainly on achieving interactivity on performing
parameter sweep application. In future work, we plan to focus our research on
the adaptive execution of parameter sweep experiments. The added interactivity
poses additional challenge, since changes now come from both dynamic grid
resource environment, and interactive behaviour of the user.
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